
Co-elaborate the law at the digital era
An ambitious challenge within everyone’s reach



Let’s get started
2008

“We really need to think over again about the way we make laws in this country.”



Original assessment

Confidence Crisis Efficiency Crisis

Joblessness

Poverty

Inequality

Education

Distrust

Disinterest

Boredom

Dislike

Considered plans

Give up Imagine new rules

Influence 
politicians

Rise up



On the launch pad
2012

Working hard on the launch of Parliament & Citizens.

“The law is the expression of the general will. All the citizens have right to 
contribute personally or by their representatives*, in its formation.”

- 1789 Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen

* 577 congress(wo)men, 348 senators.



Our methodology

Drafting the bill Crowdsourcing 
recommendations and 
expert assessments

Mapping the synthesis

Setting up a contradictory 
debate

Explaining arbitration and 
decision

Following up the 
parliamentary debate



Parlement & Citoyens official birth
February 13, 2013

Parlement & Citoyens is launched at the French Congress in a highly-charged atmosphere.



The 2013 prophecy of a founder : 
« Know what? One day, this will be used by the PM himself »

A contrasted welcome

Citizens System

Awesome
Congrats
Thanks

Naive
Idealistic

Will never work



June 2013
A pharmaceutical laboratory asks for a similar consultation platform to P&C for internal use.

… but still

October 2014
The FR Digital National Council runs a public consultation with P&C technology, on PM’s demand.

January 2015
First-time ever consultation with P&C technology run by a ministry (Education).

September 2015
PM unveils the “Digital Republic” draft bill consultation with P&C technology.
21,000 participants / 8,400 proposals / 147,000 votes
4 brand new articles / 90 articles edited 



24 +30k 9 +8k +83k
members of 
Parliament

participants consultations contributions votes

First-time ever co-elaborated law in France (in the World?), aiming to forbid 
non-agricultural use of pesticides.

● 45 proposals included over the 47 submitted by citizens
● moderation rate of 0.06%
● 0 misconduct during the debates
● +8,000 citizens involved for the last consultation

… and overall



2016… speeding up 

suggestion 
box

participatory
budget

call for 
projects

surveys
& polls

appeal
box

… today, more than 250,000 citizens are participating to 
collective thinking or projects under the P&C technology, 
now powered by Cap Collectif.



2016… speeeeeding up 

Congressman Patrice-Martin Lalande has submitted a bill aiming to constrain 
the government to run a public consultation for any draft bill beforehand it 
goes to the Parliament.

Current status :

● +50 members of the Parliament, left or right, have called for this new 
law to be discussed.

● 1 positive notice from the government to open it to its agenda from now 
to the end of the year.

● public declaration of interest by the PM and the President.



2017 … ambitions 

● new areas to explore: universities, trade unions...

● going deeper in transforming processes: full participatory budgets, full 
public policy cycles...

● new territories: Europe, World, Milky Way...



Thank you very much!
najlepša hvala

coucou@cap-collectif.com


